NISTH Postdoctoral Fellow
NISTH is hiring!

We are seeking to appoint a Postdoctoral Fellow to undertake research in the Social Trust of AI. This is a survey-based study that aims to measure the level of social trust in Artificial Intelligence-based technologies in four East Asian countries, including Singapore, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea. The study is conducted at NISTH. The contract is for 1 (one) year with a possible extension for another year.

More details HERE

www.ntu.edu.sg/nisth
Benjamin Horton (Prof)
Could construction in Ang Mo Kio have caused record-high temperatures?
Read it HERE

Gao Huajian (Prof)
NTU prof’s nanomechanics research leads to prominent Royal Society fellowship
Read it HERE
[Call for participation] Nestlé - Singapore Thematic Innovation Workshop for Green Technology (NTU)

1 June 2023

A*STAR, on behalf of the local performers under the Nestle-Singapore Framework Research Agreement (A*STAR, NUS, NTU & SIT), is organizing a scientific workshop with Nestle to scope potential R&D projects and collaborations in the area of Green Technology. The workshop intends to accelerate development and deployment of sustainable, feasible and scalable technology in food processing to reduce carbon footprint. It also seeks to source innovative solutions from public research performers.

Submission of interest to participate by 19th May 2023 using the form.

More Details: HERE
APEC Science Prize for Innovation, Research and Education (ASPIRE)

Deadline: June 1, 2023

ASPIRE is an annual award which recognizes young scientists who have demonstrated a commitment to both excellence in scientific research, as evidenced by scholarly publication, and cooperation with scientists from other APEC member economies, including inclusive and interdisciplinary collaborations. ASPIRE 2023 Prize theme is: “Inclusive Science, Technology, and Innovation for a Resilient and Sustainable Environment.” Applications are now open! The ASPIRE Prize aims to draw attention to ground-breaking innovations resulting from cross-border scientific collaborations by exceptional young scientists from the APEC region, and carries with it a prize money of US$25,000.

Register: HERE

Falling Walls Singapore 2023

Deadline: 23 July 2023

Falling Walls Lab is a major science & tech conference hosted annually in Berlin to commemorate the falling of the Berlin Wall & the “falling” of walls to create breakthroughs in science/tech for the betterment of humanity. At Falling Walls in Berlin, they have an annual competition that features winners from across the globe at various satellite “labs”. This year, SGInnovate will work with IHLs in Singapore & partners such as the German Embassy, German Academic Service (DAAD), etc., to host Falling Walls Lab Singapore on 23 Aug.

More Info: HERE
FOR CREATORS, INNOVATORS, TRAILBLAZERS, AND VISIONARIES

APPLY NOW!
falling-walls.com/lab/apply

WIN YOUR SPOT IN THE GLOBAL FALLING WALLS LAB FINALE!
Lien International Conference on Good Governance 2023: “Good Governance for the Common Good”

25-26 August 2023

CALL FOR PAPERS
Abstract submission 15 May 2023

The two-day conference, held in physical form at NTU, is co-organised with the Lien Ying Chow Legacy Fellowship, International Institute of Administrative Sciences, Asian Association for Public Administration, Stratagem Group, and Civil Service College, Singapore. It seeks to focus on answering the broad lines of enquiries on governance, from global and comparative perspectives.

More Details: HERE
Cities of Tomorrow (H1 - Urban Environment Analytics & Complexity Science) Grant Call Project 1 (MND CoT H1 Grant Call 1)

DEADLINE: 19 June 2023

This grant call is for the research Horizontal 1: Urban Environment Analytics and Complexity Science, one of the focus areas under the Cities of Tomorrow (CoT)'s RIE2025 R&D Programme. The topic is, “Comparative Study of Housing Typologies for Seniors”.

More Details: HERE
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